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The first day of the celebrations of the rallying of Free French

Africa was pervaded by an atmosphere of patriotic fervour. At 8.30 a.m.

General de Gaulle reviewed all the troops of the garrison of Brazzaville,
which had been joined by two companies of Belgian troops from

Leopoldville. Attention is drawn to the presence of the Governor

General of the Belgian Congo, Mr. Ryckmans, General Ermens, commanding
the Forces of the Belgian Congo, and the British Military Mission.

During the course of the review, General Sice, the High Commissioner

of Free French Africa, and Colonel Marchand, infantry commander, were

decorated with the order of LIBERATION; when conferring the decorations

upon them, calling each by his name, General de Gaulle said the hence-

forward consecrated, and striking words: "We see in you our Companion
for the liberation of France, through victory in honour".

Amongst the troops who took part in the march past, were cadets of

the D’Ornano Military School, and groups of armoured cars, recently

landed.

In the evening, General de Gaulle delivered an address, from which

we quote the following: "It is already a year since French Equatorial
Africa and the Camerouns, on the impulse of their chiefs, decided to

choose the road of hardship and honour, that of war. Every day, better

equipped and stronger, French Equatorial Africa has played an important

part in the war, and is ready to play an even greater one.

France, oppressed, trodden down, blackmailed, and at grips with

misery and famine, struggles day after day in the hope of liberation.

All the information we have agrees on that point. Certainly, the

"collaborators" defend themselves. Perhaps it is not well known that

today 100,000 Frenchmen are imprisoned for refusing to give up hope,

but a wave of national fury beats against the walls of their prisons,

which one day will be swept away, for victory.

After a year of hardship, we see the dawn of a great reward, we

see the enemy vainly struggling to break the iron ring, already tighter
round him. We see the champions of liberty prevailing, and among the

oppressed nations of the world, we see the flame of vengeance rising
and spreading.
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